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Learn to create the illusion of curvy log cabin blocks in this new book by Jean Ann Wright. Â Â Use

1-1/2 inch and 2-1/2 inch; fabric strips to create a 6 inch or 8 inch log cabin block. Piece four of

these blocks together to create a larger log cabin block that gives the illusion of being curved.

Â Piece several of these larger blocks together to create the fun overall illusion of curves, waves or

circles. Yardage requirements and cutting charts are provided for a range of block sizes, making for

endless design possibilities. Â  Includes complete instructions and how-to for 8 unique curvy log

cabin projects. Â Full color throughout, plus clear, concise step-by-step photos and instructions for

making curvy log cabin blocks
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I have always known to change block direction to make a quilt look different but for some reason, I

never thought the Log Cabin block would look curvy! There are six quilts, a bed runner and a table

runner in this book. Of course, you can just add more blocks to the bed and table runner and you

have two more quilts. I have loved the authorâ€™s other books, the Circle of Nine series, so I

wasnâ€™t surprised when she wrote this book.You can make the log cabin blocks the â€œold

fashionedâ€• way or use the curvy log cabin trim tool she is promoting. The blocks are made just like

the normal log cabin ones but instead of every log being the same size, they are two different

sizes.One side gets the larger logs and the other side gets the smaller ones. This is what makes the

block look curvy. There are eight pages of how to create the blocks, followed by a two-page chart of

two different sizes and the size pieces to cut to create them.Each set of instructions have a colored

photo, the quilt name, a paragraph about the quilt and a list of skill level, finished quilt and block size



and number of blocks needed to make the quilt. Fabric and cutting lists follow this. The actual

instructions are very clear with detailed graphics to help you along.I canâ€™t wait to start one but

now Iâ€™m having a hard time deciding which one!

The book was delivered on time and in great shape. I am so pleased with this book. I have already

made several blocks and will be using this book to teach a program to my guild members. I highly

recommend this book to all who love log cabin quilts.

This is a great book! It gives very good instructions for making Curvy Log cabin quilts. With this

book you can make the quilts with or without the curvy log cabin rulers, they come in several sizes. I

can't wait to make my first one, I've already bought the fabric and rulers!

Great ideas in this book. You can get the same ideas on line - but I do like having them at my

fingertips when the mood strikes me to make something. Book is very nice.

Love this book also bought the ruler. Already making my second tablerunner using this method,

instructions are easy to understand.

Have always loved the Log Cabin quilt - never did I think of all the possibilities!! Wonderful book

great pictures and clear directions!

Great book with many beautiful quilts. Gave me several ideas for projects to trim my stash.

Great book. Haven't had time yet to try out any of the quilt patterns.
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